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BOWLED OVER The raw-wood 
finish and unique grain variations 

of the handcrafted Tamarine bowl 
($260) by Uttermost means each 

creation is a one-of-a-kind 
work of art. Traditions, 
Naples (239-213-1240, 

traditions.com)

Into the Woods
By Liza Grant Smith

Channel natural splendor with 
these wooden decor wins 

KNOCK ON WOOD Designer Wendy Berry of W Design used 
wood for a visually stunning solution in this Moraya Bay living space.
“We created a custom, natural walnut wood wall that fit together 
like a puzzle,” she says. “Each walnut block varies in height and 
size so a three-dimensional pattern is formed. We wanted a fo-
cal point that the eye would immediately gravitate toward, and 
achieved that goal with this gorgeous feature wall.” W Design, 
Naples (239-564-9700, wdesign.com)  

TAKE CHARGE 
These sliced-wood 

charger plates ($40 
each) from Neiman 

Marcus comprise 
circular pieces of 

multiple sizes, lend-
ing an organic feel 

to the eye-catching 
composition. 

(neimanmarcus.com) 
STRAND AND 

DELIVER Cascading 
strands of wooden 
beads and a frame 
finished in gold leaf 

make this Estrella 
pendant ($835) by 

Cyan Design a shining 
example of high style. 

Wilson Lighting, Naples 
& Bonita Springs 

(wilsonlighting.com)  

BEST OF THE BUNCH 
With natural-grained 
reclaimed elm and a 

polished brass base, the 
Hana bunching table 

($890) by Four Hands is 
sleekness cubed. Matter 

Brothers Furniture, Naples 
(239-598-3330, matter 
brothersfurniture.com) 

BATHING BEAUTIES These Mike & Ally bath accents (prices 
vary by piece), crafted from petrified wood sourced from 

South Africa, will lend an exotic hue to any loo. Gattle’s, 
Naples (239-262-4791, gattlesofnaples.com) 

GARDEN PARTY
Arhaus brings a classic 
English garden feel to 
your Florida backyard 
with these artisan-
crafted outdoor dining 
chairs ($949 each) with 
geometric detailing and 
teak hardwood backs. 
Arhaus, Naples (239-435-
3569, arhaus.com)
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